
A Tasty Fundraising Idea for ’09
This past year has certainly brought many changes to our countries

and to our world; changes that have touched each of us.  It is com-
forting to know that the mission of the Moose remains strong, and

that we continue to provide for the children and seniors in our care.
The Moose Charities staff is working diligently to generate funds for

the maintenance and support of Mooseheart and Moosehaven.  We are
continually introducing programs to generate funds through partnering
with businesses – such as, H & R Block, Cartridges for Kids, GoodSearch,
Boxtops For Education, Ebay Giving Works, My Coke Rewards and many
more.  Please see pp. 60-61 in this issue of Moose Magazine – AND –
please visit www.moosecharities.org for more opportunities to raise funds
for our kids and seniors.

A great way to raise funds for Mooseheart/Moosehaven and spread the
word about the fraternity is to partner with a local restaurant. The idea is
to help them promote a special night that you would publicize for which
they would donate a percentage of the evening’s receipts to
Mooseheart/Moosehaven and they can use that donation as a tax deduc-
tion.  Pick a day of the week that works for them, perhaps when business is
normally slow.  With their help, create a promotional flyer that they would
display in their restaurant and your Lodge would distribute.  Use all of
your contact information; phone friends, email business associates, drop
off flyers at your barber or hairdresser.  Make sure the event is promoted
and “talked up” at the Lodge and in the Social Quarters.

By JANET FREGULIA/Executive Director, Moose Charities
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Your fraternal unit can attach the flyer to the Community Service Re-
port Form to make sure you get proper credit towards supporting Moose-
heart & Moosehaven.

Here are some simple steps to follow:
“A Delicious Way to Raise Money for Mooseheart……"

- Contact a local restaurant (or other business)
- Determine a date
- Events should be set up 30 to 45 days in advance 

(usually Monday - Thursday)
- Complete the Fundraiser details with the restaurant management
- Create a flyer advertising the event
- Two weeks before the event, pass out flyers to everyone you know 

and ask them to pass them on
- E-mail the flyer to everyone in your contact list
- Talk it up!!
- Everyone presents the flyer at the restaurant on the day of the event
- Have fun, mix and mingle and enjoy dinner!
- Finally, the restaurant sends funds raised to Moose Charities
Brothers and Co-workers, we sincerely thank you for giving yourself

in service to ensure the future of Mooseheart and Moosehaven.  You are
truly making a difference in the life of a child – and a senior.

“Some people give time, some money, some their skills and connec-
tions, some literally give their life’s blood…but everyone has something
to give.” -Barbara Bush �

The relationship between the Loyal Order of Moose and the Boy Scouts
of America has existed for many years.  Lodges have provided Cub
Scout packs, Boy Scout troops and Venturing crews with meeting

space, as well as financial and logistical support. This is the extent of the
Moose/Scouting relationship in many cases, and while it’s helpful--it could
easily be more.

Thanks to recent clarification from George Sparks, Director of Commu-
nity Relationships with the Boy Scouts of America, this degree of partner-
ship need only be the “tip of the iceberg.”  There are an incredible number
of opportunities for our Lodges that have chartered Scouting units.  Here
are just a few examples:
� When a Lodge is the charter organization for a Scouting unit, the

Lodge essentially has “ownership” over the unit.  This means the Lodge is
free to incorporate Moose programs into the unit’s curriculum.
� Scouts can earn recognition awards and achieve advancement by

performing tasks or completing projects to benefit the Lodge and its mem-
bers.
� Scouts will become familiar with the fraternity at an early age

through the implementation of Moose programs.
Lodge leaders have continued to ask us: “How do we attract new mem-

bers?” or “How do we attract younger members?” Is it possible that one
possibility has been right under our noses all this time?  We have been ex-

ploring the possibility of utilizing the Boy Scouts of America Venturing
program as the official youth program in our Lodges.  Venturing is a co-
ed program for 14- to 20-year-olds.  The goals of Venturing are practical
experience, personal development, positive leadership and growth in a
supportive and fun environment.  Aren’t these the same characteristics we
look for in our Lodge and Chapter officers and committee chairmen?  By
combining this established format with fraternal endeavors like the
Mooseheart/Moosehaven Endowment Fund or our community service
programs, we can educate and nurture Venture crewmembers right up to
the age when they are eligible to join the fraternity.

Cub Scouts range in age from 7-10.  Boy Scouts go from 11-17 years
of age.  If a Lodge was willing to charter a Cub Scout Pack, a Boy Scout
Troop and a Venturing Crew; and now are aware that they can implement
fraternal programs of the Moose into the Scouting agenda, we could be
introducing children as young as 6 to familiarity with this great organiza-
tion known as Moose and all of the amazing things we do for children, for
seniors and for society. The Department of Fraternal Programs plans to
present more detailed information on Scouting at the 2009 International
Convention in Chicago.  In the meantime, if you would like further infor-
mation on the various scouting programs or the process for chartering a
unit in your Lodge, please visit www.scouting.org.�
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Scouting Units in Moose Lodges Can Develop Today’s Children 
Into Tomorrow’s Fraternal Leaders By SHAWN BAILE/Director, Fraternal Programs



Membership Growth Meets Fraternalism
able them to take pride in the fact that they are doing their part to help
other members.  In fact, those least fortunate members are likely to be-
come the core of your volunteer force.  

Now with a little promotion, other members will come out, probably
with their families and friends, to participate in an inexpensive – a $3, $4,
maybe even $5 meal, that benefits a worthy cause they can relate to: their
less fortunate fellow Moose.  Many of these members, provided with the
opportunity, will probably throw a few extra dollars in a donation bin
strategically placed in the Lodge home and identified to help their Moose
Brothers and Co-workers.

Some of these funds may be utilized to assist members with maintain-
ing their dues.  This need not be presented as outright charity, but merely
suggest they can repay it at their convenience, enabling the Lodge or
Chapter to then protect another distressed member.  

The Lodge and Chapter should also be attentive to the hardest hit
members who may require assistance with necessities like food and heat-
ing.  Every unit must decide to what extent they are able to help their
members in distress.  

Again: ““We can’t help everyone, so we don’t help anyone” is simply
unacceptable. These kinds of thoughts or words should be the inspiration
to get more members involved in a cause they can all relate to.

Your implementation of a formal member-assistance plan can serve
the Lodge or Chapter in several ways.  First, it reaffirms for all of your
members the obligation they each took to assist other members in mat-
ters threatening their families.  Secondly, it reassures members, aand pro-
vides a reason to continue their membership, that should they find
themselves in need, the Lodge and Chapter will be there to support them.
Finally, it sends a message to others throughout the community, ppossibly
attracting new members, that the Moose is an organization of principles,
with the commitment and dedication to adhere to them in bad times as
well as good.

Openly supporting the fraternal principles and precepts of the Loyal
Order of Moose and the Women of the Moose just may be the best mem-
bership-growth program going today!�

By DARRELL O’BRIEN/Director of Membership
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‘Ipromise to fulfill my two primary obligations of 1) increasing the
strength of the Order by proposing for membership qualified individ-
uals of high personal character and 2) giving of my energy and sub-

stance in support of Mooseheart and Moosehaven.  Additionally, I pledge
myself in service to the Order aand promise to endeavor to assist good stand-
ing members of the Order in any matter threatening their families…”

These are just the first few lines of the Obligation of Membership that
our members willfully accept upon acceptance to the Order.  Many mem-
bers may not even remember the words or more importantly the intent.  

What do we mean when we  ““promise to endeavor to assist good stand-
ing members of the Order in any matter threatening their families”?  

Is it that we will stand side by side as they defend their homes from in-
truders?  Possibly, though it’s not very likely that we would know in ad-
vance to be there with them. Is it to ensure that their spouse and young
children are safe, secure and sustained in time of the breadwinner’s illness
or untimely passing?  Absolutely! It is also, in these distressed economic
times, an obligation to assist our members who may not have the good for-
tune to remain in their normally comfortable financial standing.

Unfortunately, some of our members are experiencing the loss of in-
come either through reduced working hours, temporary layoffs or job
eliminations.

To simply respond, “that’s too bad” is unacceptable for any Lodge or
Chapter that exists to promote the fraternal precepts of the Moose.  We all
live within the Moose Defending Circle.  Yes a circle, not a Pac-Man.  We
have no wedge that is omitted for members who are sick, unemployed or
otherwise threatened, because that makes it easier for the rest of us.  We
stand as one in an all-encompassing circle of compassion and protection.

So what are our Lodges and Chapters doing to support our threatened
members?  As there are varying degrees of need, we should be offering vari-
ous levels of support.  Every Lodge and Chapter should be conducting addi-
tional fundraising events to help provide for their least fortunate members.

It is amazing how much profit a spaghetti dinner can realize when
everyone pitches in.  There is very little cost in the ingredients--many of
which would likely be donated by members, if they were only asked.  A few
volunteer hours by a few more members to cook, serve and clean, will en-

Apply the ‘212 Degrees’ Attitude By BARBARA McPHERSON/Grand Chancellor, Women of the Moose

During the International Conference in Las Vegas, we talked about
“212 degrees.” Three little numerals, that when joined together form
one powerful message that assures life-altering, positive results for

those who choose to apply it. Remember, if you make that little extra effort,
you will be happier in life, more successful in your career and if you apply
the 212 degrees of belief, kindness, focus and perseverance you will be
more successful in your Chapter. So how are you doing?

Over this past year, we have received telephone calls from Co-workers
telling us that, because we did away with the Chapter Ritual, co-workers
don’t come to meetings anymore.  I really find that hard to believe.  I can’t
believe that people actually came to meetings just to watch Ritual!  My
question to them is usually: Are you having any fun at your meetings?  The
answer more often than not is, “NO.”  Why not?

Our Chapters need to make the effort to invite the new members to a
Welcome Reception and the meeting to follow.  I also don’t believe that
every Chapter is having some sort of entertainment so that members will
want to come to meetings.  Our lives are very busy and if your Chapter is
not providing a reason for your members to come to meetings, they can
easily stay home in their comfy chair and watch Survivor, Big Brother or

Are You Smarter Than A 5th Grader?.
Well, why not play Are You Smarter Than A 5th Grader at your

Chapter meeting?  It’s really easy.  I know that many of you have TiVo’s or
at least an old VCR that you could record a few episodes and then type up
the questions.  Computers have made it sooooooooo easy.

Co-workers, use your imagination and while you are planning your
activities, turn up the heat and put forth that little extra degree of effort to
make your event exceptional.  If you are an officer, you made a commit-
ment to ensure the success of your Chapter.  Don’t just do your job – put
forth the extra effort to do an extra special job.

We have heard from several Chapters that they are now getting more
people than ever at their meetings--because they are inviting people to
come and they are using ideas that are found on the Women of the Moose
web page in the “WOW” section. If you have a great idea that has worked
well in your chapter, please send it to us so that we can post it on “WOW”
and share your idea with other chapters.

Earlier I mentioned 212 degrees of kindness.  Whatever happened to
the Golden Rule?  You know: “Do unto others, as you would have others
do unto you?”  Or how about what Thumper said in the movie Bambi: “If

(continued on page 38)
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As an attempt to clear some of the confusion that still exists in filling
out the quarterly Community Service Report form, and to simplify the
job of the Community Service Chairperson, we are providing a de-

scription of what does and does not qualify as Community Service in our
program. Community Service is the way in which Lodges and Chapters
offer assistance to the people or organizations in its community. The first
thing to note is that Community Service Chairpersons must use the newest
version of the Community Service Report Form. It is downloadable at:
www.mooseintl.org/portal/forms/ComSvc/LodgeCommunityServiceReport.pdf for
the Lodge and at: www.mooseintl.org/portal/forms/WOTM/2008/Misc/CSQT-
wotm.pdf for the Chapter.

The form is an updated record of what your Lodge or Chapter has
done, as a group, for the good of the community during the previous quar-
ter. Individual efforts should not be recorded on the form and will not be
counted toward Lodge or Chapter Community Service grades.  

The following commonly listed individual efforts do not qualify:
� Claiming an individual’s donations to a favorite charity
� Individuals volunteering at a hospital, or working in a Gift Shop, or as 

a Candy Striper at a hospital
� Individuals who drive senior citizens, friends, sick members or neigh

bors to doctor’s appointments, the grocery store, etc
� Individuals volunteering as firefighters, EMTs or on Neighborhood

Watch committees
� Individuals serving on City or Town boards or committees, or as Elec

tion Judges
� Individuals volunteering for political events (Note: “A Lodge Home 

shall not be used for political purposes, fundraisers or rallies.” 
General Laws Sec. 46.12) 

� Individuals donating cars, RVs or boats, etc to a charitable cause  
� Individuals serving as tutors for students
� Individuals serving as Church volunteers teaching Sunday school, as 

Ushers, or working in the Fellowship Hall
Rule of thumb: it is not a Moose Chapter or Lodge Community Service

effort solely because the individual volunteering is a member.
Christmas, Easter, and Halloween parties for children and grandchil-

dren of Lodge or Chapter members do not qualify. Children’s events that

include the public do qualify. As always, proper dispensation must be
sought and General Laws must be followed.

Donations alone are not applicable as part of the 6-point volunteer
effort. Simply listing dollar amounts without any explanation on the
Community Service report cannot be accepted as qualifications in those
categories. Money versus volunteering is not interchangeable. Dollar
amounts listed under the 6 points of community service without an expla-
nation of how the money was raised and how many members participated
will be assumed to be individual donations--and not allowed for volunteer
credit. 

Fundraising events for the categories must be briefly explained. It is
important that all fundraising efforts are listed in the proper categories on
the front with corresponding monetary notations on the back. Participant
numbers, hours, and miles are to be listed in the spaces provided and to-
taled on the second page. Moose International will assess the value of total
number of hours and total miles traveled.

When describing Lodge or Chapter efforts, use the rule of Who, What,
Where, When and then quantify the effort. Though you may list more,
only one qualifying event or effort needs to be listed per category of the
primary 6 points of Community Service for a Superior rating.  Joint
fundraisers or activities with other organizations are accepted as long as
both organizations are represented.  

Activities that are for the benefit of Lodge or Chapter members or their
families do not count for community service credit. Donations to members
in need, or their families do not qualify as community service. A donation
of flowers, funeral arrangements or funeral dinners for members or their
families does not qualify as community service.

Again, when the form is completed, please make sure all activities are
listed on the front of the form and in the proper categories. The back of
the form is reserved for all monetary donations and any additional details
that need to be included. 

Thank you for your continuing support of our Community Service
programs.  If you have any questions or require further assistance, please
contact the Department of Fraternal Programs at (630) 966-2224.�

you can’t say somethin’ nice about someone, don’t say nothin’ at all!”?
Think of your senior members who may live alone and don’t have any-

one to talk to all day long – sometimes for several days in a row.  Or per-
haps they don’t have an opportunity to get out of the house for days.  They
look forward to coming to your meetings to be with and talk to other people
and ask nothing more than to be treated with kindness.  (I guarantee that if
you don’t, they won’t come back.)

I’m sure the Co-workers attending your meetings don’t want to come to
the meeting to hear bickering, complaining or negativity.  We may not be
aware of problems or stress they have in their personal life or in their career
that they may be dealing with.  Chapter meetings could be their escape to
regain their sanity.

I know that you have kindness in your hearts, Co-workers, or you would
not belong to this international organization of men and women who are
dedicated to taking care of children and seniors in need, bringing commu-
nities closer together and celebrating life by having fun.  So show it.  Prove
to your co-workers that you have 212 degrees of leadership.  They don’t care
how much you know--until they know how much you care.

(continued from page 36)212 Degrees Attitude Take the time to say, “please” and “thank you,” and talk in a tone
that expresses friendliness.  Treat others as you would like to be treated.
Remember, it’s all those “little things” that can make a huge difference.

Focus - focus on the goal, and then “turn up the heat” to reach that
goal.  As a Chapter, your most important goal should be an increase in
membership and ultimately, the Chapter Award of Achievement.  Focus on
the requirements and put a plan in place to reach that goal.  If you have a
212-degree attitude, you are certain to reach that goal.  Your Chapter and
the Women of the Moose will continue to be successful for many years
through perseverance.

Co-workers, we thank you for your dedication and commitment to the
Women of the Moose and to our program of service to our children at
Mooseheart and seniors at Moosehaven.  We thank you for the countless
hours you volunteer, dollars you donate, and miles you drive to provide
service to your community.

It’s now time to turn up the heat. Henry Ford once said, “Whether you
think you can, or think you can’t…you’re probably right.”

Remember, it’s your life and you are responsible for the results.  Just
one extra degree can make all the difference.  One extra degree separates
the good from the great.  To get what we’ve never had, we must do what
we’ve never done.  You now have a target for everything you do.�

Community Service Report Forms By SHAWN BAILE/Director, Fraternal Programs
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